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“More often then not, the potential of visuals to  
increase learning is unrealized.” 

~Ruth Colvin Clark
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“Visuals have the power to support or  
disrupt learning.” 

~study by Richard Mayer





Learning: How it works (digest version)

Visuals help us think



Learning: How it works

Two sensory channels: 
visual and auditory



Learning: How it works

Precarious journey  
from working memory  
to long term memory…



Learning: How it works

Cognitive load: your 
friend or foe? 



Learning: How it works

Learning = encoded & 
retrievable





Graphics gone wrong

Decorate vs. communicate
Overload working memory

Fail to clarify
Too complex Boring

Misrepresent data

Distract from key concepts

Visuals ignored don’t teach



Graphics gone right

Design for Clarity
Design for Memory
Design for Meaning
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“Design for Clarity.”



Design for Clarity Key:

Everything must have a purpose – and  
contribute to your learning objective. 

1. Capitalize on color 
2. Structure content 
3. Create visual cues	 	

Strategies:



Design for Clarity

Everything must have a purpose – and  
contribute to your learning objective. 

1. Capitalize on color 
2. Structure content 
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Color is Information 

  > White space 
  > Color connotation 
  > Contrast

Strategies:



Design for Clarity

Everything must have a purpose – and  
contribute to your learning objective. 

1. Capitalize on color 
2. Structure content 
3. Create visual cues	 	

Organize for the eye 

  > Grouping 
  > Content alignment 
  > Type styling 
  > Visual pacing

Strategies:



Design for Clarity

Everything must have a purpose – and  
contribute to your learning objective. 

1. Capitalize on color 
2. Structure content 
3. Create visual cues		

Guide the eye to 
what’s important 

  > Pop outs 
  > Directional

Strategies:





Direct Sales

Traveling

Request for 
ProposalPro Forma Sales

Electronic 
Commerce Indirect

Sales Techniques
Click each tab to learn about 
the different sales techniques.
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“Design for Memory.”



Design for Memory Key:

Use the power of visuals to assist your learners 
navigating concepts from working memory to long 
term memory. 

1. Activate prior knowledge 
2. Manage load 
3. Build bridges

Strategies:



Design for Memory

Use the power of visuals to assist your learners 
navigating concepts from working memory to long 
term memory. 

1. Activate prior knowledge 
2. Manage load 
3. Build bridges

The learning edge 

  > Assessment 
  > Questions 
  > Preview

Strategies:



Design for Memory

Use the power of visuals to assist your learners 
navigating concepts from working memory to long 
term memory. 

1. Activate prior knowledge 
2. Manage load 
3. Build bridges

3 Bears principle 

  > Simplify 
  > Relevance 
  > Chunking

Strategies:



Design for Memory

Use the power of visuals to assist your learners 
navigating concepts from working memory to long 
term memory. 

1. Activate prior knowledge 
2. Manage load 
3. Build bridges

Forge connections 

  > Relationships  
  > Rich feedback 
  > Retrieval hooks

Strategies:





NextBack

Case Summary 
• 2 week old infant, here 

for a well- child check   
• Weight today is 2.8 kg, 

birthweight was 3.2 kg  

Clinical Case: Patient Exam
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“Design for Meaning.”



Design for Meaning Key:

Design a meaningful experience. 

1. Engage emotion 
2. Spark association 
3. Encourage Application

Strategies:
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Design a meaningful experience. 

1. Engage emotion 
2. Spark association 
3. Encourage Application

Strategies:
stimulate curiosity



Design for Meaning Key:

Design a meaningful experience. 

1. Engage emotion 
2. Spark association 
3. Encourage Application

Strategies:

visual metaphor



Design for Meaning Key:

Design a meaningful experience. 

1. Engage emotion 
2. Spark association 
3. Encourage Application

Strategies:

case studies





Adam and Jessica are working 
together on a report.  Adam is 
agitated because the work is not 
going as quickly as he would like.  
Adam shouts at Jessica, telling her 
she needs to work harder to get the 
report finished and that the 
situation is all her fault.  How 
should Jessica respond? 

Scenario

Click the buttons to view the options. Select the best and click next.



How did we do?
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